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"Kill ......" The moment those two Saint Shinobi saw the appearance of Jiu Tian Xuan, they looked
at each other and almost simultaneously rushed towards Lin Hao. In fact, the appearance of Jiu Tian
Xuan and the fact that he was a peak innate patriarch of China was equivalent to their peak Saint
Shinobi there. Today the two of them already have no chance of winning. After all, no matter how
full they were, the two of them were only early stage Saint Shinobi, and they couldn't beat one Jiu
Tian Xuan, but they still wanted to try and see if they could kill Lin Hao. After all, in their eastern
ninja world, nine days of Xuan is not enough to fear, the four people in China they are most afraid
of is, Cang, Lin Yan, Jun Wu Ren and Lin Hao. Now that Lin Yan and Cang are dead, and Jun Wu

Ren himself is trapped in Eastern Japan, surrounded by their peak saint ninja, in their hearts, Jun
Wu Ren has basically no hope, if they kill Lin Hao again, then their Eastern Japan ninja community,
they can drive straight into China.

It was their dream for many years to wreak havoc on China again. So they thought of taking
advantage of? The earth whisked away the closed Yi Yi Xi grill? Lin Hao seriously injured,
desperately Lin Hao. Yes, at this moment these two Eastern Ying's saint ninja already have no
intention to go back alive, even if they die here, desperately killed Lin Hao, that is worth it for
them.

"Humph, don't measure yourself! Seek death!" Jiu Tian Xuan's eyes were cold, a long
sword with a cold light appeared in her hand instantly, and her body instantly shot out with a
murderous spirit, and she was about to rush over to protect Lin Hao and kill these two Eastern Ying
Saint Nuns.

But her action was stopped by Lin Hao: "No, I'll do it myself ......"



Lin Hao felt the aura lock of the two saint ninja around him, he lowered his head and
muttered: "Really think, I have no battle power? But do you guys ever know that between life and

death, the realm also breaks through ......" Lin Hao muttered, his palm slowly clenched into a fist

and punched out at the space in front of him, and a giant fist made of air was formed in the air, and
the giant fist smashed into a Saint Shinobi with a bang.

Boom ...... a monstrous loud sound came out, the body of that saint ninja who wanted to
attack Lin Hao head-on, frantically flew backwards out, and while his body was in mid-air, the
bones of his whole body already came out with a clicking burst, the bones of his whole body
instantly shattered into slag at this moment.

"What? How ...... how is it possible? You are not seriously injured? You are not vitality is

destroyed? How is it possible to still have such a powerful battle power?" Another holy ninja saw
the situation, can't help but under the heart and mind instability, hidden in the air, this moment is
also directly exposed.

"Nothing is impossible ......" Lin Hao palm across the air towards his chest. The fallen
leaves on the ground flew up in mid-air with the air to form a palm of ten meters in size, and it was
imprinted on the body of the saint ninja with a bang. The saint bearer was even worse, his whole
body was smashed into slag under Lin Hao's palm, bursting into a big cloud of blood mist ......

Lin Hao just twice before and after the strike, the first time to an early stage Saint Shinobi
into serious injuries, the second time is directly burst, the whole time even with the other party into
the distance contact did not.

"You ...... your strength? How could it be elevated again?" At this moment, no matter those
two Saint Naive were horrified, even Jiu Tian Xuan, who had been staying by Lin Hao's side,
protecting him, afraid that when Lin Hao's battle power decreased, he would meet with an
unpredictable situation, could not help but be horrified.



Because at this moment, she saw Lin Hao's palm, still pale and dry, without much life. But
that terrifying battle power that Lin Hao had just displayed really made her heart tremble.

"No, you, who the hell are you? Are you Lin Hao or Cang? Why do I feel the feeling of

facing Cang in you?" Jiu Tian Xuan fiercely raised her longsword and aimed it at Lin Hao's head,
her Qi exploded in full force, the sweat on her body stood up at this moment.

Lin Hao breathlessly looked up at Jiu Tianxuan, took off the mask on his face and said, "Do
not joke, Cang has long been dead, even if he comes back to life, I will kill him again ......" Lin Hao
finished and put on the mask.

When Jiu Tian Xuan saw Lin Hao's face clearly, only then did he put down his heart. She
was really scared. Even after she was sure that the person in front of her was Lin Hao at this
moment, she still couldn't help the shock in her heart and asked Lin Hao: "You, how come you still

have such strong strength now? And it seems to be much stronger than before?"
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Lin Hao waved his hand and said: "The realm breakthrough is just, it's nothing big surprise, in your
nine heavenly doors that cave for more than a month, I basically considered to die again. Some
sense between life and death, but only the realm breakthrough, life is not back, and now the flow of

life is more powerful ......"

Nine days Xuan nodded, said with a sudden realization: "Well, understand, I said it, in the
division, I also gave you so much big tonic treasure medicine, but you did not improve at all. So this
is the case, but you hide really deep, and you really do not think, you break through the realm up,



too easy some? At a young age, you have already broken through to the peak of the Innate
Patriarch?"

Lin Hao gave Jiu Tianxuan a very speechless look and said in a leisurely tone, "Aren't you
the same? Your actual age is similar to mine, right? Aren't you also at the peak of the Innate
Patriarch now? Di Fu Yi Yi Yi Xi Yi closed?"

After hearing Lin Hao's words, the corners of Jiu Tian Xuan's mouth twitched and he said
in a hateful voice, "Can I be the same as you? You're walking the extreme path! The ultimate dao!
You are completely capable of fighting across three realms, and now your battle power is

completely capable of comparing to Cang in his heyday ！！！！"

Jiu Tian Xuan found that when she chatted with Lin Hao, every time Lin Hao can be angry
with her teeth, you know, although her age is not too young, young to reach the current realm, that
is because she has been desperately cultivating since childhood, ah, several years to break through a
small realm, which is like Lin Hao, as far as she knows, just within this short six months, Lin Hao
has broken through three times in a row! Not damn said that the extreme path is the most difficult to
go? The most difficult to break through? But what the hell is this Lin Hao?

Lin Hao looked deeply at the gnashing of teeth in that nine days Xuan said: "In fact, I envy
you, if I could, I would rather not this sectarian path ......" Lin Hao finished, a despondent, sad aura
rose from him.

"E ......" Jiu Tian Xuan felt the sadness on Lin Hao's body, which suddenly thought of what
Lin Hao had gone through in the past six months. The family was destroyed, the relatives around
him died one by one, and the beloved almost died ...... Jiu Tianxuan was silent.



Lin Hao did not care about Jiu Tianxuan anymore, but walked up to the Eastern Ying Saint
Shinobi who was still alive, but now could not even commit suicide, squatted down and said, "Tell
me, why did you come to kill me? Who gave you the order?"

That Eastern Japan Saint Shinobi also knew that he was bound to die today, so he laughed
and said, "Oh, Lin Hao, today is a miscalculation of our brothers, but your buddy, he is probably
dead by now ...... hahaha, you don't even have a chance to collect his corpse ......"

"My buddy? Say it, I'll let you die a painful death, or I'll let you live, let you live forever,
you should believe that since I said so, I can do it ......" Lin Hao's eyes narrowed, staring at the
other party with a deadly stare.

That Eastern Ying saint ninja shivered, a trace of fear deep in his eyes, swallowed hard
fearfully and said: "I say, I say. It's Jun Wu Ren, he is now in Eastern Japan, being chased by our
Shinobi saint ninja, and I guess he's dead now. I've finished, give me a pain, give me a pain!"

With a click ...... Lin Hao made good on his promise and reached out and crushed the neck
of that Saint Shinobi.

Lin Hao stood up and frowned deeply, "Jun Wu Ren?What did he go to Eastern Japan for?
And messed with so many Saint Shinobi?"

"Big brother ......" Just as Lin Hao was thinking, Mo Tianji suddenly rushed in with a large

group of top experts, and as soon as he entered, he said to Lin Hao anxiously, looking anxious to the
extreme ......



Chapter 923

"What's wrong?" Lin Hao snapped and looked at Mo Tianji, Mo Tianji had always been steady,
rarely would he lose his temper like this today, Lin Hao had more than a hint of bad premonition in
his heart. Just now, two saint ninja from the East came to assassinate, and nowMo Tianji came with

such a large force to support?

Mo Tianji quickly ran to Lin Hao, looked at the Eastern Ying saint ninja killed by Lin Hao,
said anxiously: "Big brother something big happened, the Jun family master righteousness with
white tiger some time ago to go to Eastern Ying, regardless of life and death to steal the holy
medicine for you to restore life, but the Jun family master therefore also by the Eastern Ying's entire
ninja world began to hunt, white tiger is also seriously injured. At the critical moment, the Jun
family head himself broke the back, let the white tiger with the holy medicine escaped back, before
the white? Shan Wu zero Yi Ai Yi serve ground? The tiger thought you were in Autumn City, and
went straight to Autumn City. And now the combat sequence in Autumn City, is driving a
helicopter escorting the white tiger rushed over ......"

"What?" Lin Hao's face also changed greatly, Jun Wuhui actually went to the East for him.
So it is like this, just now he was still wondering why those two Eastern Ying rebel ninja before they

died, said Jun Wuhuo has been dying thing. It turned out that Jun Wu Regret was all for him.

"How long will it take for Madam Jun to arrive? You hurriedly call all the best medical

personnel in Tianhai to rush over, no matter how heavy Madame Jun's injuries are, make sure to
save her at the first time!" Lin Hao's heart and soul shook. This time, he owed a lot of favors to Jun
Wuhui and Bai Hu.

Mo Tianji said anxiously, "Soon, the brothers over in Autumn City are starting at the most
extreme speed. In another ten minutes or so, the plane that Mrs. Jun took will be able to land here
directly. The paramedics are already on their way. Big brother you can rest assured ......"



Mo Tianji finished, and continued after a pause: "Big brother, although it is a bit
inappropriate to say this now. But you must take the big picture as the most important thing, later on,
Madam Jun, no matter how heavy her injuries are, I will take care of her, and you must be the first
to eat the sacred medicine that Madam Jun and the Jun family head used their lives to come, so that
you can go to Eastern Ying and rescue the Jun family head, big brother, please make sure you don't
get carried away!"

Lin Hao's body trembled tremendously once again after hearing Jun Wuhuai's words, no
matter what he had to make a trip to Eastern Ying. There was nothing to hesitate about, it was that
he had just met up with Shen Xiyan for a few days and actually had to be separated again.

"Lin Hao, you go, I'm fine, I trust you, I'll be right here waiting for you just like last time.
Please, no matter what, you must bring back the Jun family head ......" Just as Lin Hao was
thinking, Shen Xiyan suddenly walked out from inside. Now that the danger outside had been lifted,
there was no need for her to hide inside anymore.

"Xiyan, I must go ...... I owe it to Jun Wuhui, our entire Lin family owes it to him, he is my
brother ......" Lin Hao gave Shen Xiyan a complicated look.

Shen Xiyan took a deep breath and nodded: "Well, I understand. Lord Jun family is
righteous and unmatched in the world. Lin Hao, you go ahead, I'll be fine ......"

Lin Hao nodded, then their group walked to the open lawn behind the villa and waited for
the white tiger to arrive. In the forefront were Lin Hao, Mo Tianji, Shen Xiyan, and Jiu Tianxuan.
Then behind them was a group of top-notch medical personnel who were always ready. Further
back were hundreds of Lin's most elite combat sequences. And now the entire villa area within a

ten-mile radius has been protected by the Lin's combat team in layers, and are equipped with the
most advanced weaponry, the top snipers, even if the innate zongzi want to break in, can not break
in.



"White tiger sister, never, never be okay ......" Shen Xiyan accompanied Lin Hao, looking
incomparably nervous. Lin Hao shook her hand hard and affirmed: "Well, it will definitely be fine,
she is Jun Wuhuo's woman, she must hold up!"

Rumble ...... The next moment, the helicopter escorting the white tiger finally flew over

from afar and landed on the lawn in the twinkling of an eye, landing in front of Lin Hao and the
others.
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The hatch opened, the white tiger in a combat sequence, with the support of a quick step out, the
face is miserable white to the extreme, more than half of the body clothes are stained with crimson
blood. The lips were dry and cracked, and the breath of life was extremely weak, but the white tiger
was still holding on hard. And when the white tiger saw Lin Hao, he walked quickly to Lin Hao,
took out from his arms a jade box stained with blood and handed it to Lin Hao and said: "Lin family
master, please, save me ...... husband ...... "The white tiger tears brushed down.

Boom ...... When the white tiger finished these words, after she handed the blood-stained
jade box to Lin Hao. The whole person directly fainted. Falling toward the ground, Lin Hao's quick
eyes and hands hurriedly held her body.

"Doctor! Quickly save someone!!!" Lin Hao hurriedly shouted to the medical staff behind
him. Those medical personnel, under the command of Mo Tianji, hurriedly carried Bai Hu onto a
stretcher and sent her to a nearby villa for treatment.



Lin Hao looked at the carried white tiger and said with firm eyes, "Don't worry, I, Lin Hao,
will definitely bring back Brother Jun!" Lin Hao's eyes were like a knife.

Then Lin Hao looked at Jiu Tian Xuan, bent down and bowed deeply to Jiu Tian Xuan and
said, "Miss Jiu Tian, Jun Wu Ren is my friend, moreover, my brother, I must save him back. And
after I leave, I still ask you to sit here for a while, is that okay?"

Jiu Tian Xuan was also a person who knew what was right and nodded and said, "No
problem, don't worry, with me around, absolutely nothing will happen to Madam Shen and Madam

Lin." Jiu Tian Xuan promised heavily to Lin Hao.

"Well ......" Lin Hao nodded, then looked at Mo Tianji and said, "Tianji, during this period
of time, there may be a lot of turmoil, you pick up my sister as well, as well as notify Night One,
let him come over as well, by the way, bring Gu Yue and the others ......"

"Good ......" Mo Tianji also nodded his head.

Finally Lin Hao looked deeply at Shen Xiyan and said, "Xiyan ......" Shen Xiyan also
nodded at Lin Hao: "Lin Hao, you do not need to worry about me, I will take care of myself."

"Mm ...... "Lin Hao nodded and finally looked at the blood-stained jade box that the white
tiger gave him. Sitting down directly on the ground on his knees, he took a deep breath and opened
the jade box, inside was a glowing milky white jade turtle, and as Lin Hao looked at the jade turtle,
it moved as if it was still a living being, but Lin Hao was sure that this thing was not a living being
although it exuded unimaginable vitality all over its body. Lin Hao did not hesitate any longer and
directly swallowed the jade turtle into his mouth.



The next moment, visible to the naked eye, the vitality on Lin Hao's body began to soar and
climb again, the wrinkled dead skin on his arms began to slowly fall off, the white hair on his head
also turned black at a speed visible to the naked eye, and the wrinkles on his face began to
dissipate ......

Boom ...... boom ...... boom ...... slowly Lin Hao's body qi burst out, one after another
burst came out, the surrounding Mo Tianji Jiu Tianxuan, the face changed dramatically, backed up
quickly, Jiu Tianxuan is holding Shen Xiyan exit to a long way ......

"How is it possible? This ...... this qi has been completely comparable to the full bloom of

the Cang ......" Jiu Tianxuan incomparable shock, mouth open the boss.

A full ten minutes later, Lin Hao slowly stood up, an instant, as Lin Hao got up, suddenly
a monstrous qi straight to the clouds ......

Lin Hao reached out and took off the mask on his face, the old face has disappeared,
replaced by the handsome and dashing face before. And today's Lin? Zero cover the ground

intention to whisk Ai Yi grill? Hao, he has become more powerful, more untouchable ......

"I ...... Lin Hao, back ......" Lin Hao muttered, the aura of his body once again
rampant ......

Chapter 925



At this moment, the entire city of Tianhai are the wind and clouds, Lin Hao within a hundred meters
around empty, because the qi erupted from his body is too powerful, nine days Xuan Mo Tianji they

have retreated again and again. Lin Hao tilted his head to look at the sky, he has been suppressed for
too long too long, all the way, stumbling, always encounter a variety of obstacles? Fuzzy west land

dyeing Yi Pai Yi? Obstacles, will always encounter a variety of powerful enemies, now he no

longer need to suppress himself. Lin Hao took a deep breath, indescribable hegemony surged out of
his body.

At the same time, almost at the moment Lin Hao Qi completely burst out, not far from
China's East Japan Island, a deep mountain ancient temple built in the middle of the mountainside,
an old wearing the East Japan costume endured, fingers trembling, the next moment he stood up and
walked to the edge of the cliff, looking at the direction of China from afar, can not help but have a
trace of doubt: "Cang is not already dead? But what about this strong breath?"

"Ancestor ......" just when the old bearer looked up to the sky, a full body more wrapped in
black robe inside the saint bearer appeared behind the old bearer, with a strong respect in his eyes.

The old ninja nodded his head and asked, "Well, what is it?"

The holy ninja lowered his head and reported, "Ancestor, China's contemporary pride, Jun
Wu Regret, has been rounded up by us and has now been taken to the ancient prison, but the holy
relic has not been found. Ancestor, what should we do with Jun Wu Regret? Is he to be killed or

imprisoned and wait for the Chinese government to come and ransom him? Please give your

instructions ......"

After pondering for a while, the old man said, "Well, Jun Wu Regret is one of the

contemporary heavenly pride of China, and is ranked with Lin Hao of the Lin family of China as the
strongest heavenly pride in the world. It would be a pity to kill him directly. Since he stole the holy
relics of our Eastern Japan, let him stay and pay it back, using his future to pay back ......"



A trace of bitterness appeared in the eyes of the holy bearer and said, "But ancestor, Jun Wu

Regret is too unruly and untamed, I'm afraid he won't be willing ......"

"Then just hold him in the ancient prison for a while, from ancient times to the present, no
one has lasted more than three days and three nights in the ancient prison. The most unruly and
untamed people can be calmed down in that place ......," said the old bear still very calmly, he
looked like an ordinary old man, but in fact his battle power has been so high that it is terrifying.
The world today, every big country, there is a terrifying existence, suppressing the fortune, and the
fortune of the East Japan over the years, is he to suppress. It is also a living old monster ......

"Yes ancestor!" Saint ninja hurriedly retreat, just old ninja said that place of ancient prison,
his heart is trembling, because all the contemporary Eastern Japan's Saint ninja, after breaking
through to the Saint ninja, will be thrown to stay inside the ancient prison for a day. And that day
for them, the time will be infinitely stretched, the time in that place seems to be distorted, even the
Saint Shinobi level existence, after being thrown into that place, every moment will be subjected to
extreme pain. This is the nightmare of all their Saint Shinobi ......

Half an hour later, the most northern part of the island of East Japan near the North Pole,
where the temperature is always about minus ten degrees, there is a small island that can not be
found on the map, because the island is very low altitude, and all the land and mountains on the
island are covered with thick ice and snow, some of the mountains are made of stone, while some
are directly a large glacier. The island is windy all year round, the wind rolls up the snow, whistling
on the island's land, normal people, not to mention living here, even if you can't stay for half a day.
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The next moment, in a strait in this Iceland, a submarine suddenly came up, and the submarine
topped the glacier and floated above the water. The hatch of the submarine opened and a group of
holy ninjas came out carrying a large iron box that was blocked in all directions. After walking



around the island for a while, they entered a dark door, and when they entered the belly of the
mountain, all they saw were heavily armed top-level ninjas, and their combat power was converted
into the Chinese side of the battle, which is half-step Xiantian clan master. The guards here are all
cold-eyed, and they are all dead soldiers.

The four sacred ninja carried the huge iron box through layer after layer of huge alloy doors,
all the way down and down again, and finally came to the bottom of a cell. The temperature of the
room was hot and cold, the air was distorted, the special effect of the hot and cold air currents
colliding with each other.

With a loud bang, the huge iron box was thrown on the ground, the door of the box opened
and inside was Jun Wu Ren, who was covered in blood and had his lute bone locked up. The four
peak saint ninja brought Jun Wu Ren out of the iron box, and then used four thick chains to hang
Jun Wu Ren's body in mid-air.

Snapping ...... drops of black blood dripped down from Jun Wu Regret's body and onto the
ground. Jun Wu Regret's breath is already extremely weak, from yesterday to now, he has fought
dozens of times in a row, facing the strong pursuit of a dozen peak saint ninjas from the East Japan

side, and he still killed two of them back! This shows the terror of his battle power. But in the end,
two fists cannot defeat four hands, and this is not China, he was finally seriously injured and was
captured and brought here.

At this moment when Jun Wu Ren was hung up, Jun Wu Ren looked at the four peak Saint

Endurance standing in front of him and sneered, "I killed your people, why don't you kill me?"

Faced with Jun Wu Rui's questioning, those four peak Saint Shinobi fell silent. After a long
moment, one of the Saint Shinobi gave a cold glance at Jun Wuhuai and said with narrowed eyes,
"Jun Family Master, as the contemporary peerless heavenly pride of China, really lives up to his
name, under the siege of a dozen of our elders, he was actually able to kill two of us in return. You



are really strong, your strength like this, even if you come to our side, you are also the top, Jun
family master, we in the Eastern Japan Shinobi community sincerely invite you to join, of course
the idea seems ridiculous, you basically will not agree, but I still want to test it out to see if it
works ......"

Jun Wu Ren sneered and looked at the saint ninja who spoke to him like a fool and said,
"You know and still ask? What a childish thing to say, as if we have a good relationship with you!
Be quick, either let me go or kill me, your choice ......"

At this moment, another Saint Shinobi frowned and said, "Jun Family Master, we won't kill
you. Killing you is naturally easy, but that would be a bit of a waste, to know that China's
contemporary generation is not just you a Gaijin ah ...... with your relationship with the Lin family
master, he will certainly come to your rescue, right? You say ...... if the Lin family master also
again by our capture over it? Can your China still fight with us in the future?"

Jun Wu regret Yanjing narrowed, then sneered: "Heh ...... when really is a big appetite, just
do not know if you have that strength, do not blame me for not having told you, Lin Hao is much
stronger than me, worry about your eastern ninja world die out ......"

The leader of the saint ninja said: "Then do not jail Jun family master you bother, by the
way, you still do not know where this is, right? To introduce you, this is the ancient prison of our
eastern ninja world, the ancient prison exists to hold some unruly saint ninja. The time here is
distorted, one day inside, there is no telling how long time will pass outside, we have recorded since,
few saint ninja can last more than one day? Er Lu Yi closed love whisked away? s time, I hope you
can give us a surprise, Lord Jun Family ......"

As this peak Saint Shinobi said, at once the floor beneath Jun Wuhuai's feet cracked open to
both sides. Then the chains on Jun Wu Regret's body lowered sharply, and Jun Wu Regret's body
fell down heavily ......
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At 8:00 p.m., Kyoto Prefecture of the island of TOEI is still lit up, thanks to the support of the
West decades ago, the TOEI Kyoto Prefecture has developed very rapidly over the years, and is
now the largest city in the Asia-Pacific region, with a resident population of 30 million people, a
scale comparable to the total population of some small countries. So the night of the eastern Japan
Kyoto and the day is almost no difference everywhere are lights and wine green, completely is a
super large night city.

The car is full of people, this time is also the time when most of the working people go
home from work, the subway and bus in the East Japan Kyoto Prefecture are full of people, because
thanks to the extreme prosperity of the city's business, so the people here are dressed and dressed
are very bright and beautiful, the men are handsome, the women are sexy and charming, the street
from time to time can also see some secondary dress of young men and women, very Magic. In
general this is a very good combination of many elements.

At this moment, the most prosperous commercial pedestrian street in Kyoto, East Japan,
which is full of people, people dressed in ancient costumes of women, there is the waist of the
warrior of East Japan, there are also dressed in anime in the secondary dress characters, but also
modern suits and shoes of business elite, a group of bright and beautiful looking women, is
frequenting the pedestrian street on both sides of the world's famous clothing stores, jewelry stores,
luxury stores.

Generally speaking, the most prosperous city in East Japan is Kyoto Prefecture, and the
most prosperous area in Kyoto Prefecture is Kyoshin Pedestrian Street. The total flow of water here

every day can exceed more than 100 billion, so it is not too much to say that this is one of the most
important places in East Japan, so since this place is so important, it is natural that the protection
force here is also first-class. On the surface there are hundreds of military police patrolling the
streets at all times. The secret is to have the escort of the eastern ninja world, where there is a saint
ninja sitting all year round. This is to ensure the prosperity of this place.

It is reasonable to say that there should not be so many saint ninjas in this small island
nation of Japan. In fact, this group is very insidious, they know how to hold back, after they were
defeated by the Western powers decades ago, so many years, they not only do not think of revenge,
but like a dog kneeling to suppress him? The company's main business is to provide a wide range of
products and services to the public. They have been building up their strength in the dark, like a
viper hiding in the shadows, waiting for the next time to show its fangs. And to this day, this viper



has been hidden for seventy years, seventy years of patience, and now who knows how much power

this viper, accumulated, how much holy patience.

Stepping ...... Stepping ...... on the commercial street of Jingxin, a handsome man wearing
a black suit walked in. Because the appearance of the eastern Japanese is similar to that of China, so
few eastern Japanese notice the presence of this man. The man slowly walked on top of the busy
commercial street, looking up at the scenery on both sides of the commercial street, and the moment
he raised his head, his face was completely exposed, and he ...... was Lin Hao!

Chapter 928
"Is it the most prosperous center, there should be a Saint Shinobi sitting here ......" The corner of Lin
Hao's mouth raised a cold smile. This afternoon after he digested the sacred medicine brought back
to him by the white tiger, he did not make any stay and came straight to East Ying, yes, he was
alone. And he came over this time, on two purposes, the first to save Jun Wu Ren, the second to
exterminate this so-called East Japan Shinobi, since they choose to hold back, it is good to hold
back for life, and do not wait for the opportunity to be able to make a comeback again ......

"Sir, sir, you are so handsome, may I ask if you are a big star from the stick country? See

you alone, then can I accompany you to spend the night together?" At this time just as Lin Hao was
watching the surrounding, a beautiful Eastern Japanese woman with wooden clogs on her feet,
wearing an ancient flower-colored long dress on her body and long hair appeared in front of Lin
Hao and greeted him with a smile, this woman had a very beautiful face and fair skin, especially the
fair and slender neck, which would make people very intoxicated when they looked at it.

And just? Zero whisk love Yi zero Yi Zhaoyi? After this Eastern beauty finished speaking,
she had a flash of fine light in her eyes, and in her hand hidden in her sleeve, a fine shining dagger
strangely appeared, and while she was speaking, her body had already leaned towards Lin Hao.

"Poof ......" Just in the next moment, a trace of crimson blood spilled out of the corner of
her mouth, and her whole body stood frozen in place, although she was still standing, her breathing
had become weaker and weaker, because her heart had been shattered by Lin Hao. Lin Hao walked
to her side and whispered in her ear, "An elite upper ninja came to assassinate me, should I say that
you guys are too confident or too stupid?" A cold smile appeared at the corner of Lin Hao's mouth.
Kill

"How ...... how is it possible ......" The female ninja's eyes were wide, she had assassinated
too many people since her debut, even if it was a Saint Shinobi, she had also killed one, take a step
back The first thing you need to do is to get back to the office. But this time, before she could do



anything, she was already exposed and had her heart shattered by the first person. Just her
unwillingness, can only stay in the yellow spring.

In the next moment, within a hundred meter radius around Lin Hao, there suddenly
appeared one by one highly skilled endurance, and after these endurance appeared, all of them came

towards Lin Hao stabbing without any hesitation, incomparably crazy. Because their first
assassination plan had failed, so now they could only kill by force. In fact, when Lin Hao stepped
into the territory of Eastern Japan, his whereabouts had already been discovered.

At this moment, with dozens of people running towards Lin Hao in the street, the crowd
around Lin Hao suddenly turned into birds and beasts, fleeing in all directions. Soon, just a busy
commercial street, has been emptied of a large part. The company's main business is to provide a
wide range of products and services to its customers.

Lin Hao was playing with the dagger that the female ninja had just prepared to stab him
with a cold smile on his face: "A year ago, in China, you trash chased me for a day and a night. But
today, that scene should be changed ......"
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Chapter 929

A year ago in Tianhai City, that time Lin Jiuyin of the Lin clan branch sniping at Lin Hao, only so
close to success, that time Lin Hao is really to the most end of the mountain, if not for the final stay
in Tianhai of the five combat sequence of life to save, and the rapid arrival of the night one, that
night Lin Hao would have died under the killer of the Sakura Tears.

"Poof ......" a light sound came out, Lin Hao finger directly point through the heart of a
Shinobi. The killing intent on Lin Hao's body flourished, the Sakura Tears organization had been
exterminated, that was during his wedding, Lin Yan and Dao Yi shot to exterminate. The leader of
the Cherry Blossom Tears, Burial, was even split in half by Lin Yan with a direct slash. And
Burial's true strength was also a battle-powered Saint Shinobi, a mid-stage Saint Shinobi.More than

a year ago Lin Hao, did not have the strength to confront the Sakura Tears, but now he has, and now
he not only has the strength to confront the Sakura Tears, but also has the strength to confront the
entire eastern ninja world by himself! Just like when Cang alone to face the Lin, Jun family, You
family, to the family of all the experts of the siege ......



And today he Lin Hao is also the same, he came to East Japan tonight, it never thought of
himself to find Jun Wu regret, he wants to do is very simple, that is, constantly kill the ninja of the
ninja of East Japan, kill until they are afraid, kill until they are afraid, and then Jun Wu regret

obedient? Close the service wu yifu fuzzy cover? Put out ......

Poof poof poof poof ...... immediately after a succession of sounds rang out, one after
another top ninja killers, all killed in Lin Hao's hands, no one can survive Lin Hao's second attack,
in a flash, this time came to assassinate Lin Hao ninja, have all died in battle.

"Heh ...... some trash who are not even Saint Shinobi, and you want to kill me? Aren't you
guys thinking a little too easily? Anyone else come out?" After Lin Hao finished killing those ninjas,
there wasn't a single person left on this busiest street of Kyoto Prefecture, all of them had run away.

As Lin Hao's words fell, a masked ninja, wrapped in black robes, appeared at the end of the
street, a few hundred meters away from Lin Hao, and after he appeared, he walked towards Lin Hao
step by step. The aura on his body also climbed with a bang, and soon reached the level of Saint
Shinobi.

Lin Hao's eyes narrowed and his mouth muttered, "Heh, finally a decent one has come,
although it's not a peak Saint Shinobi, but it will do ......"

The saint ninja walked to stand a hundred meters in front of Lin Hao and stared at him with
a deadly stare and said, "Lin family master, you killed so many of us, you can't go back to China
this time, please come with me to the headquarters now and listen to the sentence of the ninja

elders ......"



The corner of Lin Hao's mouth raised a sneer: "The rules of your eastern Japan are not yet
in charge of Laozi. Your headquarters? Oh, don't worry, I will go, but ...... I will be killing over,
not going with a corpse ......"

The saint ninja's eyes narrowed, he naturally instantly understood the meaning of Lin Hao's
words, looked deeply at Lin Hao, pulled out two long swords of fine steel from his back, held the
long swords with both hands and stared at Lin Hao, "I've long wanted to learn the kung fu of China,
your innate sectarians are able to fight against our saint ninja, I'd like to see what qualifications you
have ......"

Chapter 930

"Ka-ching ......" Just before that Saint Shinobi could finish his sentence, Lin Hao's figure appeared
in front of him with a bang, and reached out and directly crushed his neck. The unbelievable look
rose in his eyes, so fast, so fast that before his body could even react, Lin Hao had already appeared
in front of him and directly crushed his neck. The long knife in his hand fell to the ground with a
clang.

Lin Hao said the last words in his ear, "Challenging me? Heh, you ...... don't have that
qualification yet ......" After Lin Hao finished speaking, that Saint Shinobi's body collapsed. Lin
Hao took out a ninja alliance unique contact device from his waist, opened it and said on it: "Listen
up, before tomorrow morning, I want to see my friend appear in front of me alive, otherwise I will
slaughter your entire ninja world, you can take my words as a deaf ear, but ...... you ...... can
try ......"

While Lin Hao was speaking into the communicator, deep in a sea island off the mainland
of Eastern Japan, this was the headquarters of the Shinobi world, with nine peak saint ninjas sitting
around all year round, and at this moment Lin Hao's face appeared above their conference room,
and the nine of them had just been watching Lin Hao's every move through various monitors. When

they saw that Lin Hao had effortlessly killed the early stage Saint Shinobi, the faces of the nine of
them changed with a loud bang.



One of the peak Saint Shinobi's face was grave as he said, "It's more powerful than we
thought, Jun Wuhuo didn't lie, this Lin Hao is far more powerful than him although he is on par

with him ......"

Another peak Saint Shinobi also nodded and said, "Well, don't forget, he is a vicious person
who chased and killed Cang, for three days and three nights. Even if Cang was seriously injured at
first and his realm fell by a large level, that would still be able to prove how powerful Lin Hao

was ......"

At this moment, another peak Saint Shinobi also nodded gravely and said, "Well, and at the
time we had projected, that is, whether our nine people can kill the realm fell Cang, at that time Zu
with our nine people simulated, but that result, I think we all still remember, if that day we went far
to China to kill Cang, that ultimately it is likely that nine people left no two ......"

Well, even if these holy ninjas had great intelligence ability, they did not know that Lin Hao

had once two months ago in order to ripen the Yum Yum God Grass, and the vitality fell battle
power damaged information, and naturally they misjudged that today's Lin Hao. He is far more
powerful than when he killed Cang before, several times more powerful. Lin Hao walk is the
extreme dao clan master, combat power is already incomparably strong, and his current realm has

also pushed to the peak of the innate clan master ......

At this time another peak saint ninja said: "But, have you all forgotten, first of all, regardless
of that feud between China and us in Eastern Japan decades ago, let's say the Lin family, how much

damage has the Lin family done to us over the years? Burial, even if he was sentenced out of our
Shinobi world back then, but that was still our Eastern Japanese, and he was killed by Lin Yan. And
the "Thousand" who was just killed by Lin Hao, the Lin family and Lin Hao are our enemies, so no
matter how powerful he is, since he dared to come to the East Japan, he won't be able to leave."



Another peak Saint Shinobi said: "Hmph, so what if he is strong, there are only two Gaijin
in China, one of them has been suppressed by us in the ancient prison, and now this one has come

to throw himself in the net. The predecessor of the Shinobi world, Zu! Has passed down a sealed
order to leave Lin Hao at all costs, so that when we comeback, the entire Asia-Pacific will no longer
be able to stop our strength, for the sake of the East, this time must take down Lin Hao ......"

Soon the crowd discussed fiercely, the killing machine on the body is getting heavier and
stronger. One by one, fist pumping, ? Shan Lu Yi Dye Ai Fu Di Er? slowly unified their thoughts.
Then a series of orders came down from them, that is, to mobilize the power of the entire Shinobi
world, tonight to snipe off Lin Hao with all their might, so that another Gaijin of China, too, will
remain on this land forever ......

And just under the orders of these nine peak saint ninja of the ninja world, Lin Hao, who
was far away in Kyoto Prefecture, also saw the message on top of the communicator, and a cold
smile appeared on the corner of Lin Hao's mouth, "Interesting, mobilizing the entire power? I didn't
want to kill anyone, but I can't help it, I have no good feeling towards you trash, ah ......"

"Then let's see who kills faster ...... I want to see, how many of you are prepared to die

tonight ......" Lin Hao muttered a sentence, slowly closed his eyes, an obscure to the extreme
fluctuations with him as the center, spread out in all directions crazy, he began to sense, sense the
direction of those ninja, tonight all the ninja who reached the elite ninja, he will not let go ......
Since we want to kill, then kill until they are afraid, kill until they are afraid, kill until they are cold!
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